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Dimer models have long been a fruitful playground for understanding topological physics. Here, we introduce
a class, termed Majorana-dimer models, wherein bosonic dimers are decorated with pairs of Majorana modes.
We find that the simplest examples of such systems realize an intriguing, intrinsically fermionic phase of matter
that can be viewed as the product of a chiral Ising theory, which hosts deconfined non-Abelian quasiparticles, and
a topological px − ipy superconductor. While the bulk anyons are described by a single copy of the Ising theory,
the edge remains fully gapped. Consequently, this phase can arise in exactly solvable, frustration-free models. We
describe two parent Hamiltonians: one generalizes the well-known dimer model on the triangular lattice, while
the other is most naturally understood as a model of decorated fluctuating loops on a honeycomb lattice. Using
modular transformations, we show that the ground-state manifold of the latter model unambiguously exhibits all
properties of the Ising × (px − ipy) theory. We also discuss generalizations with more than one Majorana mode
per site, which realize phases related to Kitaev’s 16-fold way in a similar fashion.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.115127
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Anderson’s seminal work exploring the relation of
high-temperature superconductivity and resonating valence-
bond physics [1,2], dimer models have served as a tool to
explore the low-energy behavior of antiferromagnetic spin
systems, where fluctuating pairs of spin singlets are expected to
comprise the relevant degrees of freedom [3–5]. These dimer
models describe bosonic degrees of freedom on the links of
the lattice with the additional constraint that a fixed number
of such dimers emanate from each lattice site. Due to the
constrained nature of the Hilbert space, dimer models afford
a large degree of analytical control and have been immensely
insightful in uncovering the physics of systems beyond the
standard Landau symmetry-breaking paradigm, in particular
topological spin liquids [6,7].
Historically, dimer configurations have often been viewed
as proxies for different ways to pair neighboring spins on
a lattice into singlets. We go beyond this paradigm by
introducing what we term Majorana-dimer models: in addition
to the dimer degrees of freedom on the links, we introduce
Majorana modes [8,9] on the sites of the lattice. In the
low-energy sector of our models, the Majorana modes adjacent
to a bond are strongly paired if a dimer is present on this bond.
We will see that coupling the fermionic degrees of freedom to
dimers in this way generates novel phases of matter that cannot
appear in a purely bosonic model. These phases are realized
as ground states of frustration-free, and, in one of the settings,
indeed exactly solvable Hamiltonians.
In the case of one Majorana mode per site of the lattice,
we find realizations of Ising topological order, i.e., an Ising
phase, which we substantiate both by observing the pattern
of ground-state degeneracy on nontrivial manifolds and by
computing modular matrices. Known realizations of the Ising
phase, such as Kitaev’s honeycomb model [10] or the ν = 1
bosonic Pfaffian fractional quantum Hall state [11,12], as
well as the closely related Moore-Read state for the ν = 52
plateau [13], exhibit chiral edge states (in fact required by
modularity in bosonic systems [10]). Our models, on the
contrary, support fully gapped edges. The resolution crucially
relies on the fact that we are considering a fermionic system:
There is actually a “hidden” px − ipy superconductor, whose
chiral Majorana edge states [8] exactly “cancel” those of
the Ising phase (see Fig. 1); at the same time, the px − ipy
superconductor does not modify the universal bulk properties
since it is a short-range entangled state. Therefore, our models
generate an intrinsically fermionic topological phase of matter
that does not exist in bosonic systems. By placing more
than one Majorana mode on each site, we can construct
frustration-free parent Hamiltonians for a more general class
of models with gapped boundaries. For an odd number of
Majorana modes per site, we realize variants of the above
Ising × (px − ipy) phase, while for an even number per site
we realize a series of Abelian topological phases with four
quasiparticles that are known from Kitaev’s 16-fold way [10].
Our construction starts from models of Z2 topological
order, such as the dimer model on the triangular lattice at the
Rokhsar-Kivelson point [3] or the toric code on the honeycomb
lattice, and then couples their microscopic degrees of freedom
to Majorana modes [14,15]. We first explore the triangular-
lattice model [6], where Majorana modes on the lattice sites
couple to the dimers in such a way that if a bond is occupied
by a dimer, the complex fermion formed by the two adjacent
Majoranas is, say, unoccupied. We find that there exists a
local Hamiltonian, very much akin to the Rokhsar-Kivelson
Hamiltonian for bosonic dimers, whose ground states are
equal-weight superpositions of all dimer configurations with
the corresponding Majorana configurations formed according
to the above rule. The Hamiltonian is found to be frustration
free, i.e., the ground state is a simultaneous eigenstate of
all terms of the Hamiltonian. When the dimer model is
in the “resonating valence bond” (RVB) phase, deconfined
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FIG. 1. Left panel: bilayer of an Ising phase and a px − ipy
topological superconductor with opposite chirality, which together
give rise to the topological phase discussed in this paper. This phase
is characterized by three distinct topological sectors, but has a fully
gapped edge. Right panel: the Hilbert space of Majorana-dimer
models consists of bosonic dimers on the edges of the lattice and
Majorana modes on the lattice sites. In the low-energy subspace, the
Majoranas are paired according to the placement of the dimers: e.g.,
the fermion wave function corresponding to the dimer configuration
shown is the ground state of HF = −iγ1γ2 − iγ3γ4.
monomer excitations (i.e., sites with no emanating dimers)
harbor unpaired Majorana modes, which strongly hints at the
formation of an Ising-type topological phase.
In a complementary viewpoint, we describe the same
phase through a model of fluctuating loops. This perspective
follows a recently established paradigm of enhancing loop
models by dressing the loops with one-dimensional symmetry-
protected topological phases (SPT’s). The approach gives a
straightforward construction for symmetry-enriched versions
of the corresponding loop model [16–19] since the ends of
open strings will carry the same projective representation of
the symmetry group as the edge modes of the SPT. The new
ingredient here is to consider a one-dimensional fermionic
topological phase, the Kitaev chain [9], that exhibits unpaired
Majorana zero modes at the ends. Excitations formed from
open strings will thus carry Majorana zero modes. By choosing
the Hamiltonian such that the loops fluctuate, these excitations
become deconfined and a topologically ordered Ising phase
emerges. We construct a commuting-projector Hamiltonian
on a Fisher lattice that exactly realizes this scenario.
A similar approach to ours, including the use of Kasteleyn
orientations, was used in Ref. [20] to obtain exactly soluble
parent Hamiltonians for all known fermionic symmetry-
protected topological phases with an onsite Z2 symmetry
group. The phases described in this paper can be viewed as
gauged versions of the phases described in [20], and on the
Fisher lattice a duality transformation, which we discuss in
more detail in the Conclusions, can be used to establish a
correspondence between the models.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. Section II
reviews the underlying bosonic quantum dimer models that
form the basis for our construction. We then discuss general
properties of the Majorana-dimer model constructions in
Secs. III A, III B, and III C; the precise form of the dimer
dynamics is presented in Secs. III D and III E. Section IV
presents ground-state degeneracy and entanglement calcula-
tions to determine the precise nature of the topological order
in these states. In Sec. V, we discuss the generalizations of
our model to systems with more than one Majorana mode
per site, drawing on the results established in all the previous
sections. Finally, we discuss our results and provide an outlook
in Sec. VI.
II. REVIEW OF BOSONIC DIMER MODELS
Before introducing the parent Hamiltonians of the
Majorana-dimer construction, we briefly review the Rokhsar-
Kivelson (RK) [3] Hamiltonian for bosonic dimer models on
the triangular lattice [6] and Fisher lattice [21]. In the former
case, the Hamiltonian
H

RK =
∑
p
(−tBp + VCp ) (1)
is the sum of dimer flip and potential energy terms, represented
by (for one of the plaquette orientations):
Bp = + H.c. (2)
Cp = + . (3)
One can similarly write these terms for the other two plaquette
orientations.
This Hamiltonian is known to form a Z2 topologically
ordered phase for Vc < V < t for some critical Vc > 0, and
a staggered phase with broken translation symmetry for V >
t [7]. At the “RK point” t = V , the ground states are exact
eigenstates of each individual term of the Hamiltonian, i.e.,
the Hamiltonian is frustration free. On a torus, the ground
states include equal-weight superpositions of all flippable
dimer configurations in each of the four topological sectors of
dimers; these ground states extend into the topological phase.
Additionally, there are a number of perfectly staggered dimer
configurations that remain at zero energy since they are not
connected to other states by the dynamics of the Hamiltonian.
These states remain ground states in the staggered phase, but
are finite-energy states in the topological phase away from the
RK point. The excited states at the RK point are separated
from the ground states by a gap of  ≈ 0.2t .
One can view the dimer model as a spin model, with S = 12
spins living on the edges of the lattice, and straightforwardly
translate the above Hamiltonian into spin terms; in particular,
σ ze = 1 indicates the presence of a dimer on edge e while
σ ze = −1 corresponds to an empty bond. To enforce the dimer
constraint in the language of spins, a vertex term of the
form
J
∑
v
Av = J
∑
v
(∑
e∈v
σ ze + 4
)2
(4)
must be added, where the sum v runs over the vertices of
the lattice. When J → ∞, the dimer constraint is enforced
strictly.
We will also use a Rokhsar-Kivelson dimer model on the
Fisher lattice [21,22] obtained by decorating the honeycomb
lattice with a triangle on each site (see right panel of Fig. 2).
The Hamiltonian is given by
H

RK = −t
∑
p
B

p , (5)
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FIG. 2. Kasteleyn orientation (arrows) and reference dimer con-
figuration (blue bonds) on the triangular lattice (left panel) and the
Fisher lattice (right panel).
Bp = + H.c. +
+ H.c. . . .
. (6)
Here, the sum runs over all hexagonal plaquettes, and the
ellipsis represents all possible (in total 32) local flip moves
involving 6 dimers adjacent to a plaquette. This dimer model
has the important property that all plaquettes are flippable in
every dimer configuration, so that the potential term acts as a
constant and can therefore be omitted.
Despite the apparent complexity of the Fisher-lattice dimer
Hamiltonian, it admits an exceedingly simple description as
a spin model. As with the triangular lattice, the spin model
is formed using spin- 12 degrees of freedom to specify dimer
states; however, it now suffices to place spins only on a
subset of edges, the edges between triangles, since the dimer
configuration on the remaining edges is completely determined
when the dimer constraint is satisfied. We can thus map the
model to one of dimer variables on the edges of a honeycomb
lattice, which are constrained such that either 1 or 3 dimers
emanate from each vertex of the honeycomb lattice. Using the
spin- 12 representation, the spin Hamiltonian in these variables
can be written as
H RK = −t∑
p
B p − J∑
v
A v , (7)
where the individual terms read as
A v =∏
e∈v
σ ze , B

p =
∏
e∈p
σ xe . (8)
Here, the A v term enforces the dimer constraint, and the B p
term flips the dimer configuration. We also notice that this
Hamiltonian is the same as the toric code on the underlying
honeycomb lattice [23]. In fact, if we define an edge of the
honeycomb lattice not occupied by a dimer (σ z = −1) as being
occupied by a string, the dimer constraint can be viewed as the
closed-loop constraint for the strings. Thus, as in the toric code,
the minimal excitations (violations of a single plaquette term)
are dispersionless and carry energy 2t . On a closed manifold
such as a torus, the plaquette terms can only be violated in
pairs, so the gap is 4t .
It is worth mentioning that dimer models have been
generalized to describe other topological phases, such as the
double-semion phase [24–28]. The double-semion ground-
state wave function has a simple representation in the loop
basis:
|ψDS〉 =
∑
L
(−1)n(L)|L〉. (9)
Here, n(L) is the number of loops while {|L〉} denotes the
set of closed-loop configurations. A similar wave function can
be written in the dimer representation, where the amplitude
is (−1)n(D) with n(D) being of the number of loops in
the transition graph of D. Rokhsar-Kivelson–type models
featuring the double-semion ground state were recently found
in Ref. [26].
III. MAJORANA-DIMER MODELS
In this section, we start from the dimer models for Z2
topological order described in the previous section, and
describe how to couple them to fermionic degrees of freedom
in a way that yields a new topologically ordered phase. We first
review the common ingredients for dressing dimer models with
Majorana modes, and then discuss the specifics of two models.
We will see that dressing the dimer model on the Fisher lattice
yields an exactly solvable model with vanishing correlation
length, while starting from the triangular lattice yields a much
simpler, but not fully analytically solvable model.
A. Majorana-Dimer configurations
To define the Majorana-dimer models, we first associate
a Majorana operator γi , with γ †i = γi and {γi,γj } = 2δij ,
to each lattice site. The role of the dimers is to represent
pairings of Majorana modes into fermionic states. To uniquely
define the pairings, we turn the lattice into an oriented graph
by associating a direction to each edge of the lattice. A
dimer configuration is then given as a collection of oriented
bonds D = {(i,j )} populated by dimers. The corresponding
Majorana wave function |F (D)〉 is the ground state of the
noninteracting Hamiltonian
HF (D) =
∑
(i,j )∈D
iγiγj . (10)
In order to write the fermionic wave function |F (D)〉, it
is helpful to fix a reference set of fermion operators from
which we will define a fermionic Fock space. We do that by
picking a reference dimer configuration D0 on the lattice. We
assign a complex fermion fq for each dimer in the reference
configuration in the following way, using the previously fixed
orientation: the Majorana at the tail of the arrow is taken to be
γ Aq and the Majorana at the head of the arrow is taken to be
γ Bq , where
γ Aq = fq + f †q ,
γ Bq = i(f †q − fq).
The total dimension of this Fock space is 2N/2, where N
is the number of lattice sites. Figure 2 shows examples of
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0
γA0
γA1
γB1
γB2
γA2
γA3
γB3
γB4
γA4
FIG. 3. Illustration of Majorana pairings on the Fisher lattice.
The green highlighted strip illustrates part of a transition-graph
loop. Away from the loop, Majorana modes pair into the reference
configuration; the corresponding fermion state has each of the fq
fermion unoccupied. Along the transition-graph loop, dimers are
not in the reference configuration, and the Majoranas instead pair
between neighboring complex fermions fq,fq ′ . The precise state of
the fermions along the transition graph loop is the ground state of the
Kitaev chain formed using Majoranas from neighboring sites. In the
above example, this chain has the formh = · · · + iγ A0 γ A1 − iγ B1 γ B2 −
iγ A2 γ
A
3 + iγ B3 γ B4 + . . . . The arrow orientation on the reference edges
determines the identification of the two Majoranas at each site as γ Aq
or γ Bq . The other arrow orientations determine the sign of the coupling
between Majoranas.
reference dimer configurations, illustrated by blue bonds, for
the triangular and Fisher lattices.
Following these rules for the definition of fermion dimers,
we see that the reference dimer configuration D0 corresponds
to the fermion vacuum state |0〉. For some other dimer
configuration D, nontrivial correlations in these fermionic
states arise from the fact that for dimers in D that are not
part of the reference state D0, the ground state of HF will
pair Majoranas associated with different fermion operators
fq , fq ′ . Relating the configuration D to D0 by a transition
graph, we see that these nontrivial fermion pairs occur along
the closed loops of the transition graph, as shown in Fig. 3.
If the fermions fq of the reference configuration are viewed
as the “physical” fermions, the coupling along such a loop
resembles the pattern of entanglement between adjacent sites
in the topological phase of the Kitaev chain [9].
Schematically, the wave function we are interested in is
an “equal-weight” superposition of Majorana-dressed dimer
configurations:
|ψ〉 =
∑
D
|F (D)〉|D〉. (11)
Note that the definition of |F (D)〉 does not fix the overall phase
of each |F (D)〉, so we will need to fix these phases in order to
precisely define the “equal-weight” wave function.
We will also briefly consider a generalization of the wave
function in Eq. (11) to include the “double-semion” signs:
|ψ〉 =
∑
D
(−1)n(D)|F (D)〉|D〉. (12)
Again, n(D) is of the number of loops in the transition graph
of D. As we will show, this wave function represents a phase
of matter distinct from that of Eq. (11).
B. Fermion parity
A basic criterion for the consistency of such a fermion wave
function is that the total fermion parity is well defined; for such
a wave function to exist, all superposed dimer configurations
must carry the same total fermion parity. We will show that if
the orientation for the bonds of the lattice is chosen correctly,
this criterion can be met.
The fermion parity of each dimer state is described simply
with a clockwise-odd rule: if the number of arrows pointing
clockwise along a transition graph loop is odd, then the fermion
parity of the corresponding state is even and vice versa.
(For states with multiple loops in the transition graph, the
total fermion parity is determined by combining the fermion
parities of each loop separately.) Appendix A provides a
simple proof of this fact. For planar graphs, a clockwise-odd
or Kasteleyn [29] orientation can always be picked such that
all transition graph loops have an odd number of clockwise-
pointing arrows; choosing this orientation guarantees all
Majorana-dimer states have even fermion parity. Since their
introduction in Ref. [29], these orientations have been used
extensively in the study of classical, bosonic dimer models.
For a lattice on a higher-genus surface such as a torus, one can
only guarantee that topologically trivial transition-graph loops
are clockwise odd; an orientation with this property will be
considered a Kasteleyn orientation. For any such orientation,
topologically nontrivial loops will be either clockwise odd or
even depending only on the Z2 winding numbers of the loop.
Thus, the wave function in Eq. (11) will have definite fermion
parity whenever the dimers in the sum belong to the same
topological sector.
Let us briefly discuss the effects of different Kasteleyn
orientations on the parity of each topological sector of dimers.
Kasteleyn orientations related by a series of local flip moves,
where each flip move flips all of the orientation arrows
adjacent to a single site i, give equivalent fermion parities
for each sector; this local flip move is equivalent to a local
Z2 gauge transformation on the Majoranas, γi → −γi , which
preserves the Majorana operators’ commutation relations. To
construct classes of Kasteleyn orientations unrelated by local
flip moves, one can flip all of the arrows on edges along
one of the nontrivial cycles of the torus. This leads to four
inequivalent classes of Kasteleyn orientations. Since flipping
the arrows along a nontrivial cycle is equivalent to switching
the boundary conditions for the fermions from periodic to
antiperiodic, the four classes of Kasteleyn orientations will be
labeled by the boundary conditions periodic (P) or antiperiodic
(A). The parity of the resulting Majorana dimers depends only
on the topological sector of the dimers and on the boundary
conditions as summarized in Table I. Similar results can be
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TABLE I. The fermion parityPf = ±1 of a Majorana-dimer state
depends on the topological sector of the bosonic dimers (rows) and
the boundary conditions for the fermions (columns). For the latter,
P and A, respectively, denote periodic and antiperiodic boundary
conditions. For example, PP indicates periodic boundary conditions
on both cycles of the torus.
Boundary cond.
Dimer sector PP PA AP AA
(0,0) +1 +1 +1 +1
(1,0) −1 +1 −1 +1
(0,1) −1 −1 +1 +1
(1,1) −1 +1 +1 −1
derived for Kasteleyn orientations on higher genus surfaces,
as detailed in Appendix A.
For the rest of this paper, we will fix a translationally invari-
ant orientation on the torus and a reference dimer configuration
for each lattice. In this case, the states of Majorana dimers in
the three topologically nontrivial sectors (0,1),(1,0), and (1,1)
have odd-fermion parities, while the trivial sector (0,0) has
even-fermion parity. Here, the topological sectors are labeled
by the parity of the winding numbers of the transition graph
loops from the reference configuration.
C. Phase consistency and ground-state degeneracy
The Majorana-dimer models that we discuss in detail below
will follow the same general pattern consisting of terms that
enforce the dimer constraint around a vertex, terms that flip
dimer configurations, and finally potential terms. We extend
the vertex terms to not only enforce the dimer constraint,
but also to force the Majorana modes to pair according to
the dimer configuration and consistent with the orientation.
The ground-state subspaceHr = {|F (D)〉|D〉} of these vertex
terms is spanned by the set of allowed Majorana-dimer
configurations. Additionally, we must extend the flip term Bp
of the dimer model to include a fermionic part Bp that changes
the Majorana pairings along with the dimer configurations.
This term provides dynamics to the Majorana dimers and
will be constructed to ensure that the ground state of the full
Hamiltonian forms an equal-weight superposition of dimers
as in Eq. (11).
Let Bp ≡ BpBp denote the combined boson-fermion flip
term. (Here and below we use bold font for those oper-
ators that act on both the bosonic and fermionic Hilbert
spaces.) Because of the bosonic part Bp, matrix elements
〈F (D′)|〈D′|Bp|F (D)〉|D〉 within the restricted subspace Hr
are nonzero only when dimer configurations D and D′ differ
by a single plaquette flip:
〈F (D′)|〈D′|Bp|F (D)〉|D〉 = eiϕp,D δD′,Dp , (13)
where dimer configurations D and Dp differ by flipping the
plaquette p. Importantly, the fermionic part of the flip term
contributes phases eiϕp,D , which are absent in the bosonic
dimer model. We can characterize the effect of these phases
by examining the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the
reduced Hilbert space Hr :
hDD′ ≡ 〈F (D′)|〈D′|H |F (D)〉|D〉
= V n(D)δD′,D − t
∑
p
eiϕp,D δD′,Dp . (14)
All of the off-diagonal matrix elements of h are generated
by Bp, while the diagonal elements of h are the same as in
the bosonic dimer model, i.e., the coefficient V times the
number of flippable plaquettes n(D). (In the Fisher-lattice
dimer model, V appears as an overall constant and can be
dropped.)
Note that hDD′ can be viewed as a (possibly nonlocal)
Hamiltonian acting on bosonic dimers without the accom-
panying Majoranas. The spectrum of our Hamiltonian in the
restricted Hilbert space is the same as the spectrum of hDD′ and
is clearly unaffected by a redefinition |F (D)〉 → eiφD |F (D)〉.
If such a redefinition could be made to satisfy hDD′ = −t for
all D,D′ that differ by a single plaquette flip, then the spectrum
of the Majorana-dimer model in the restricted Hilbert space
would be identical to the bosonic dimer model for arbitrary
t,V . In that case, we say that the hDD′ matrix is unfrustrated.
In the following models, we find that hDD′ is indeed unfrus-
trated in systems with open boundary conditions, guaranteeing
the existence of a choice of phases for |F (D)〉where the ground
state is given by Eq. (11) at the RK point. As detailed in
Appendix B, this choice is equivalent to adopting conventions
for |F (D)〉 where the overlaps 〈0|F (D)〉 are always real and
positive.
The situation is more subtle, however, on closed manifolds.
On a torus we find that nontrivial phases

{Dk} = Arg
(
hD1D2hD2D3 . . . hDLD1
) (15)
can be generated by a sequence of dimer flip moves that start
and end with the same dimer configuration. These phases
cannot be removed by any redefinition |F (D)〉 → eiφD |F (D)〉
and thus frustrate the hopping. Remarkably, for each of our
models, these nontrivial phases occur only in one of the four
topologically distinct sectors, namely, the (0,0) sector. As a
result, the minimum energy for the (0,0) sector is greater than
zero, while the other three sectors admit zero-energy ground
states that are equal-weight superpositions of Majorana-dimer
configurations.
Thus, while the bosonic quantum dimer models on these
lattices have four degenerate ground states formed by super-
positions of dimer configurations in each topological sector,
the dynamics of the Majorana dimers instead leads to three
fermion-parity-odd ground states corresponding to superposi-
tions of Majorana-dimer configurations in the (0,1),(1,0), and
(1,1) sectors, with a finite gap to the (0,0) sector as well as to all
other states. This reduction in ground-state degeneracy from
4 → 3 is essential for reconciling the anyonic content of the
topological order for our Majorana-dimer models discussed
below. We also emphasize that the phases 
{Dk} can only be
reproduced in the pure bosonic dimer model nonlocally, while
they appear from purely local dynamics in the Majorana-dimer
models.
The next two sections explain the precise form of the
dynamics for a commuting-projector model on the Fisher
lattice and a frustration-free model on the triangular lattice.
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We will then use the ground state(s) on the Fisher lattice to
diagnose the topological order.
D. Majorana loop model on a honeycomb lattice
Our construction on the Fisher lattice offers the advantage
of having a vanishing correlation length and therefore being
most amenable to both analytical and numerical methods. As
reviewed in Sec. II, the quantum dimer model on this lattice is
equivalent to a Z2 toric code on the associated honeycomb
lattice. Dimer configurations on the Fisher lattice are in
one-to-one correspondence with loops on the honeycomb
lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 3. We will therefore formulate the
model as a decorated toric code model, where the ground-state
wave function is an equal-weight superposition of closed loops
dressed by Kitaev chains.
The fermionic degrees of freedom for the Majorana-dimer
model on this lattice consist of one complex fermion fe on each
edge e of the honeycomb lattice, i.e., the complex fermions lie
on the sites of a kagome lattice. We split each fermion into
two Majoranas via fe = 12 (γ Ae + iγ Be ). The Majoranas now
form a Fisher lattice, and we take γ Ae to sit at the tail of
the edge’s arrow. The Kasteleyn orientation in the right panel
of Fig. 2 is such that all γ A/B are naturally associated with
A/B sublattices. In the reference state, all fermionic modes
are empty f †e fe = 0. We pair up Majoranas according to the
corresponding dimer configuration following the prescription
sketched in Fig. 3 and described in the previous subsections.
We now define a frustration-free Hamiltonian whose ground
states are given by the Majorana-loop wave functions intro-
duced above. The Hamiltonian follows the same structure as
the toric code Hamiltonian [Eq. (7)] in that one term penalizes
configurations that violate the loop or Majorana-pairing con-
straints, while the second term ensures that the loops fluctuate
and the ground state is an equal-weight superposition of all
valid configurations. The terms that enforce the constraints are
given as the following projectors on the edges and the vertices
of the honeycomb lattice:
A 1,v = 12
(
1 +
∏
e∈v
σ ze
)
,
A 2,v = ∑
e,e′∈v
e =e′
1 − σ ze
2
1 − σ ze′
2
1 + ise,e′γ λe γ λe′
2
,
A e = 1 − σ
z
e
2
1 + iγ Ae γ Be
2
. (16)
Here, λ(v) in A 2,v indicates the sublattice type of the vertex
v; A 1,v enforces the loop constraint while A 2,v , A e enforce
the Majorana-pairing constraints; and se,e′ = ±1 encode the
Kasteleyn orientation.
We then need the plaquette term to make the loops fluctuate,
which in the purely bosonic model is achieved by the first term
in Eq. (7). However, in the present case, we also need to change
the Majorana pairings accordingly. This will be implemented
by a fermionic plaquette operator B p , which only involves the
Majoranas along the transition loop. We first defineB p through
its matrix elements between states in the Fock space of valid
Majorana dimers corresponding to dimer configurations D and
Dp that are related by flipping plaquette p [all other matrix
elements will vanish when we include the contribution from
the bosonic dimers and thus do not need to be specified; see
Eq. (23) below]:
〈F (Dp)|B p |F (D)〉 = 〈F (Dp)|F (D)〉|〈F (Dp)|F (D)〉| . (17)
It is easy to see that B p is Hermitian and satisfies (B p )2 = 1
when acting in the restricted Hilbert space. Since D and Dp
only differ locally, one can expect that such matrix elements
can be generated by local operators.
Our specific choice of the B p operator moves Majoranas
along the transition loop using a series of braids. Let us label
the Majoranas along the transition loop as γ1,γ2, . . . ,γn, in
counterclockwise order. Here, the only requirement is that γ1
should be any of the Majoranas on the edges of the plaquette.
We define si,i+1 = ±1 according to the Kasteleyn orientation
on the dimer connecting γi and γi+1 (so that isi,i+1γiγi+1 =
1 either before or after the move), and generally sij =
si,i+1 . . . sj−1,j for 1  i < j  n.
We can now define the fermionic part of the plaquette
operator as
B p |F (D)〉 = U1,2n−1 . . . U1,5U1,3|F (D)〉. (18)
Here, the unitary operator Uij exchanges two Majoranas γi
and γj :
Uij = 1 + sij γiγj√
2
, (19)
UijγiU
†
ij = sij γj , Uij γjU †ij = −sij γi . (20)
We show in Appendix C that the matrix elements of B p on
the Majorana-dimer subspace indeed satisfy Eq. (17), and are
therefore independent of the position of the starting Majorana
γ1 on the transition loop. As explained in Appendix C, the
form of the B p operator is not unique; however, any choice
generates the same matrix elements given in Eq. (17).
In the restricted Hilbert spaceHr , the full plaquette operator
B p acts as
B p |{σ z}〉|F 〉 = B p |{σ z}〉 ⊗ B p |F 〉
=
(∏
e∈p
σ xe
)
|{σ z}〉 ⊗ B p |F 〉. (21)
The most important properties of these operators are that they
commute with each other within the restricted Hilbert space,
B pB p′ = B p′B p , (22)
and moreover that each squares to the identity (B p )2 = 1, as
noted earlier. The proof of the commutation relation is rather
technical, so we refer interested readers to Appendix C for
details.
As described thus far, the Hamiltonian is frustration free,
i.e., the ground state is a simultaneous eigenstate of all
terms. Furthermore, since all terms commute on the restricted
subspaceHr , the stronger condition of a commuting-projector
Hamiltonian in the full Hibert space can be obtained by
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conjugating the plaquette flip term with appropriate projectors
into Hr . In summary, the full Hamiltonian for this model is
H = −Jv
∑
v
(
A 1,v + A 2,v)− Je∑
e
A e
− t
∑
p
B p ∏
v∈p
A 1,vA 2,v∏
e∈p
A e . (23)
We can also write a Hamiltonian for the double-semion
version of the wave function given in Eq. (12), by modifying
the bosonic part B p of the plaquette term to the following [25]:
B p =∏
e∈p
σ xe i
∑
l∈p legs
1−σz
l
2 . (24)
Since this affects only the bosonic part, all properties related
to the coupling to Majoranas are preserved.
Spectrum
Since all B p commute with each other, they can be
simultaneously diagonalized. The eigenstates can then be
labeled by the list of eigenvalues bp = ±1 of B p for all p, with
the energy E = −∑p bp. The ground state(s) would naively
correspond to bp = 1, and all we need to do is to determine
the ground-state degeneracy. However, there are additional
constraints among the plaquette operators that must be fully
taken into account to correctly count the ground states, which
turn out to depend on the topology of underlying manifold and
the global fermion parity.
First of all, let us consider placing the model in a disk. In this
case, there are no additional relations between the plaquette
operators, and there are no topologically nontrivial loop
configurations. The restricted Hamiltonian hDD′ considered
in Sec. III C is unfrustrated. So, the ground state is unique,
with a completely gapped spectrum.
Now, consider the system on a torus. Loop states are divided
into four topological sectors, distinguished by the parity of
the winding number around the two nontrivial cycles. As we
have discussed in Sec. III B, all Majorana states in a fixed
topological sector of loops with given boundary conditions
have the same fermion parity Pf . In particular, for periodic
boundary conditions, there are three degenerate ground states
(1,0),(0,1),(1,1) all having odd-global-fermion parity, and
the (0,0) sector has an even-fermion parity. Interestingly,
we observe that the only frustrating phases in the restricted
Hamiltonian hDD′ arise from sequences of dimer flips in
the (0,0) sector that flip every plaquette once. This can be
translated into the following global constraint:∏
p
B p = −Pf . (25)
In the three fermion-parity-odd sectors withPf = −1 it is pos-
sible to have b p = 1 for all plaquettes p simultaneously. This
reproduces the expected threefold ground-state degeneracy. In
the even-parity sector (0,0), at least one of the b p must be −1;
superpositions of dimers in the (0,0) sector form the lowest
excited states of the model, with a degeneracy of Np, since
there are Np different ways to violate exactly one plaquette.
We can also interpret this result in terms of the quasiparticle
excitations of the model: in the restricted Hilbert space on a
closed manifold, a single fermion excitation is always bound
to a plaquette flip b p = −1.
E. Majorana-dimer model on a triangular lattice
The Majorana-loop model introduced in the previous
section, albeit exactly solvable, has quite complicated pla-
quette terms. In this section, we describe a triangular-lattice
Majorana-dimer model that exhibits much simpler plaquette
terms and naturally generalizes the bosonic dimer Hamiltonian
in Eq. (1). First, we need to construct local terms in the
Hamiltonian that favor the correct Majorana pairing for a given
dimer configuration. These are similar to the vertex and edge
terms in the honeycomb lattice model and will not be repeated
here. In the following, we mainly consider the limit where
these binding terms are dominant, allowing us to work within
the restricted Hilbert space Hr .
The potential term is diagonal in the dimer basis and does
not involve Majorana operators; this piece therefore takes ex-
actly the same form as in Eq. (1). The flip term must, however,
once again modify the bosonic dimers along with the accompa-
nying Majoranas, which can be accomplished by supplement-
ing the bosonic flip operator with braid matrices as follows:
Bp = e
iθp
1
2
1
2 ⊗ U12
2
1
2
1 ⊗ U12
12 12 ⊗ U12
12 12 ⊗ U12.
+ H.c.
(26)
Here, U12 = (1 + s12γ1γ2)/
√
2, with the γ1,2 operators labeled
as above and s12 defined by the Kasteleyn orientation. The
phase factors eiθp are explained below: for now we simply note
that eiθp = eiπ/4 for plaquettes whose interior bond coincides
with the position of a reference dimer (blue bonds in Fig. 2),
while for all other plaquettes eiθp = 1. One can check that the
braid operators indeed give the desired Majorana pairings.
The full Hamiltonian, constructed analogously to the
Fisher-lattice model of Eq. (23), reads as
H = Jv
∑
v
Av − Je
∑
e
Ae −
∑
p
(tBp − VCp ), (27)
where
Ae =
1 − σ ze
2
1 + isij γiγj
2
(28)
is the Majorana-dimer projector at an edge e that connects
vertices i,j . There are two minor differences from Eq. (23):
the additional potential term Cp from the bosonic dimer model
on the triangular lattice is needed, and additional projectors
previously tacked onto the flip term Bp no longer appear.
This latter choice is made to simplify the Hamiltonian and
does not affect the existence of frustration-free ground states;
however, neighboring Bp terms do not commute in this model
independent of whether the additional projectors are present
or absent.
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We include the phase factors eiθp in Eq. (26) for the
following reason: As explained in Appendix B, with open
boundary conditions (e.g., on a disk) the Majorana-dimer
flip term as written is unfrustrated in the sense described in
Sec. III C. It follows that in open boundary conditions the
spectrum of the Majorana-dimer model within the restricted
subspace is identical to that of the bosonic dimer model for any
t/V . This mapping allows us to directly import known results
for the bosonic dimer model to the present case. For example,
at the RK point t = V , the ground-state wave function is the
equal-weight superposition of all Majorana-dimer states given
in Eq. (11). Additionally, we see that no gapless edge modes are
present, as found for the commuting-projector Majorana-loop
model discussed previously.
While these rigorous analytical statements do not simply
extend to the torus, numerical evidence from small clusters
strongly suggests that the topological ground-state degeneracy
also matches that of the Majorana-loop model. We have
checked numerically on 4 × 4, 6 × 4, and 4 × 6 lattices with
periodic boundary conditions that the Majorana-dimer model
remains unfrustrated in the (1,0),(0,1),(1,1) sectors, but not
in the (0,0) sector. [More precisely, we verified by brute force
that all nontrivial off-diagonal matrix elements of hDD′ in
Eq. (14) can be set equal to −t in the first three sectors but
not the last.] The frustration in the (0,0) sector has a similar
origin as the honeycomb lattice model: flipping a collection
of plaquettes that covers the entire torus yields a π phase
only in the (0,0) sector, while all other loops of dimer moves
accumulate no net phase.
We also performed exact diagonalizaton of our model
on a 4 × 4 torus constrained to the restricted Hilbert space.
At the RK point, we find one ground state in each of
the (1,0),(0,1),(1,1) sectors with exactly zero energy. The
perfectly staggered states of the triangular lattice dimer model
remain zero-energy states at this point as well, but only three
ground states extend into the region V < t , as in the bosonic
dimer model. Assuming the unfrustrated condition persists
all the way to the thermodynamic limit, the ground states
of the (1,0),(0,1),(1,1) sectors are degenerate for the entire
parameter region Vc < V < t (where the bosonic dimer model
is in the topological phase) when the vertex constraints are
strictly enforced with Jv,Je → ∞. The lowest excited states
in the exact diagonalization are the lowest-energy states in
the (0,0) sector, which for the 4 × 4 lattice at the RK point
are sixfold degenerate with energy 0.14t . By analogy with
the Majorana-loop model, these lowest excited states cost an
energy comparable to inserting a vison into the bosonic dimer
model, and thus we expect they remain gapped away from the
other ground states in the thermodynamic limit. For the range
of parameters where the ground state of the (0,0) sector has
higher energy than the other sectors, the model will have three
topologically degenerate fermion-parity-odd ground states on
a torus as well as gapped edges with open boundary conditions.
Thus, it is natural to expect that the resulting topological order
is identical to the above Majorana-loop model.
IV. IDENTIFYING TOPOLOGICAL ORDER
We are now ready to analyze the universal properties of the
gapped states obtained above. We will present both analytical
and numerical evidence that the topological order indeed
corresponds to an Ising phase together with a chiral px −
ipy superconductor. For theoretical expedience we primarily
concentrate on the Fisher-lattice model, which allows many
exact statements to be made given the exact solvability.
We stress, however, that the results are expected to extend
straightforwardly to the triangular lattice as well.
A. Ising topological quantum field theory review
We first review the Ising topological quantum field theory
(TQFT). This topological phase, which is realized, e.g., in
Kitaev’s honeycomb model [10] or the ν = 1 bosonic Pfaffian
quantum Hall state [11,12], supports three types of anyons
denoted by I,σ,ψ . The nontrivial fusion rules are given by
σ × σ = I + ψ,
σ × ψ = σ,
ψ × ψ = I. (29)
It turns out that eight different bosonic topological phases
exhibit these same fusion rules yet are distinguished by the
topological twist factor of σ :
θσ = e πin8 , (30)
where n is an odd integer. (For any n the ψ twist factor is θψ =
−1.) Since the corresponding chiral central charge is c− =
n/2, we label these phases as Ising(n/2). It is worth mentioning
that the bulk-anyon braiding statistics is identical for n and
n + 16. The usual Ising phase [10] is Ising(1/2) in this notation.
The modular matrices on a torus, which have been conjec-
tured to uniquely identify the topological phase [30,31], are
given by [10]
S = 1
2
⎛
⎝ 1 1
√
2
1 1 −√2√
2 −√2 0
⎞
⎠, (31)
T = e− πin24
⎛
⎝1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 e πin8
⎞
⎠. (32)
Here, T encodes the self-statistics (twist factors) of the
quasiparticles, while S encodes the mutual statistics.
The ground-state degeneracy (GSD) of a topological phase
on a genus-g surface can be obtained from the Verlinde
formula [32]
GSD =
∑
a
S
2−2g
Ia (33)
with a running over all quasiparticle types. For the Ising TQFT,
we have SII = SIψ = 12 and SIσ = 1√2 , yielding
GSD = 2
(
1
2
)2−2g
+
(
1√
2
)2−2g
= 2g−1(2g + 1). (34)
The systems under consideration arise microscopically
from fermionic matter, so it is useful to consider Ising phases
supplemented by physical fermions, whose particle content is
denoted by Ising(n/2) × {I,f }. Now, the self-statistics of an
anyon is only defined up to ±1 since one can always attach a
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fermion f to the anyon. Therefore, the bulk-anyon properties
are identical in this case for n and n ± 8.
B. Ground-state degeneracy on closed surfaces
The first piece of evidence that our Majorana-dimer models
support Ising topological order comes from the ground-state
degeneracy on closed surfaces. We have shown in Sec. III
that systems defined on a torus host a threefold ground-state
degeneracy. We now further argue that on a genus-g surface
the ground-state degeneracy is 2g−1(2g + 1), exactly as for an
Ising topological phase [see Eq. (34)].
Recall that the threefold degeneracy on a torus arises
because only odd-fermion-parity states can maximally satisfy
all Hamiltonian terms, implying that one of the ground states
of the pure bosonic dimer model is lifted to higher energy.
Similar constraints hold on higher-genus surfaces. In fact, we
will show that ∏
p
B p = (−1)gPf , (35)
where g is the genus of the surface. This relation can be proven
inductively. A surface g with genus g can be obtained from
a genus-(g − 1) surface g−1 by making a hole and gluing
on an open torus T . Without losing generality, we can choose
a trivalent graph such that the gluing hole coincides with a
plaquette p0. Assuming the relation (35) holds for g−1, we
have
B p0
∏
p∈g−1
p =p0
B p = (−1)g−1Pf (g−1). (36)
For the open torus (punctured at p0), using Eq. (25) we have
B p0
∏
p′∈T
p′ =p0
B p′ = −Pf (T). (37)
We then glue the open torus and g−1 together at p0 to get
g−1; after gluing the plaquette p0 no longer belongs to the
surface g . Multiplying the two relations and recalling that
(B p0 )2 = 1 (in the restricted Hilbert space), we obtain∏
p∈g
B p = (−1)gPf (g−1)Pf (T) = (−1)gPf (g), (38)
yielding Eq. (35) as claimed. Therefore, on a genus-g surface
all ground states must have fermion parity equal toPf = (−1)g
in order to satisfy B p = 1 ∀ p. Using the result of Appendix A,
the number of ground states on a genus-g surface is then
2g−1(2g + 1).
The fact that the ground states have global fermion parity
equal to (−1)g can be understood from the presence of the
“hidden” px − ipy superconductor: it is known that the ground
state of a px − ipy superconductor on a torus with periodic
boundary conditions has odd-fermion parity [8]. Generalizing
to a genus-g surface (which can be viewed as a connected sum
of g tori), it is not hard to see that the ground-state fermion
parity should be (−1)g . Since the Ising phase is purely bosonic,
the ground-state fermion parity of the Ising × (px − ipy)
topological phase is also (−1)g .
C. Fully gapped boundary to vacuum
For the discussion of the edge physics, it is important to fix
the background in which the phase described here arises. In
the following, we will take the Majorana degrees of freedom
in our model to arise microscopically from a medium with
zero “background” central charge, such as an array of Kitaev
chains. As an alternative setup, the Majoranas could arise from
a vortex lattice in a chiral p-wave superconductor with central
charge c = ± 12 ; results for the latter case can be obtained
straightforwardly from the setup examined explicitly below.
Since we have shown that the Majorana loop state on the
Fisher lattice is the ground state of a commuting-projector
Hamiltonian, on a manifold with boundary there can not
be any chiral edge modes [10]. We have also shown that
the Majorana-dimer model on a triangular lattice is fully
gapped with open boundary conditions. A fully gapped
boundary implies the following: (a) the chiral central charge
c− must vanish. For Ising × (px − ipy) we indeed find that
c− = 12 − 12 = 0. (b) The topological order must contain a
“Lagrangian subalgebra” [33–36], namely, a set of bosonic
quasiparticles whose condensation eliminates the topologi-
cal order completely. For the Ising × (px − ipy) topological
phase, the particle content in the bulk can be conveniently
represented by {I,σ,ψ} × {I,f } where f represents physical
fermions. One can easily identify the Lagrangian subgroup as
{I,ψf }. Condensing the combination ψf identifies ψ with
f and confines both σ and σf due to the nontrivial braiding
statistics between σ and ψ [37]; the result is a trivial fermionic
phase with particle content {I,f }. Together with the vanishing
of the chiral central charge, this implies the existence of a fully
gapped edge [38].
We notice that the ψf boson can be identified with
the “vison” excitation of the lattice model. A vison in the
Majorana-loop model corresponds to a plaquette violation, i.e.,
Bp = −1 for a certain p. Such excitations can be generated
with a string operator along an open path P on the dual lattice:
Wv(P ) =
∏
j∈P
σ zj . (39)
Here, the product runs over all edges j intersecting with P .
Notice that Wv does not involve any Majoranas, and in fact
takes the same form as the string operator that generates
plaquette excitations in the bosonic toric code. Therefore, we
expect the visons are bosonic.
D. Modular matrices
The above arguments illustrate the consistency of the
Ising × (px − ipy) theory with the numerical observations
thus far. However, we should notice that there are in fact
four different types of topological order that are consistent
with the ground-state degeneracy counting and existence of
gapped boundaries. Following the notation laid out above,
these correspond to Ising(n/2) × (px − ipy)n, where again n is
an odd integer and Ising(1/2) denotes the usual Ising phase.
All such phases have c− = 0. Moreover, we should regard
n and n + 8 as representing the same phase [39] since their
bulk-anyon content is identical (recall Sec. IV A). Thus, the
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four distinct states that we would like to discriminate amongst
correspond to n = 1,3,5,7.
To affirmatively and unambiguously identify the topologi-
cal order, we characterize the topological properties of the bulk
anyons through the modular S and T matrices, which can be
extracted using the entanglement properties of ground states on
the torus [40]. This calculation is done for the Majorana-dimer
model on the Fisher lattice (Sec. III D) since the vanishing
correlation length for the ground states negates the need to
perform any finite-size scaling; for this reason, a minimal
2 × 2 lattice on a torus suffices. [For the triangular-lattice
model (Sec. III E), analogous calculations on small clusters
(e.g., 4 × 4) were inconclusive most likely due to the system’s
finite correlation length; we leave for future work a thorough
numerical investigation of this model using, for example,
density matrix renormalization group (DMRG).] Because the
ground states preserve the C3 rotation symmetry of the Fisher
lattice, we adopt the method developed in Refs. [40–42] to
extract the modular matrix ST −1 using the action of a 2π/3
rotation. This allows us to compute T and S individually
given minimal assumptions about the form of these matrices.
Without this rotational symmetry, we could instead use the
methods of Ref. [43] to compute the S matrix and constrain
the T matrix.
The presence of fermions in our model forces us to slightly
modify the algorithm of Refs. [40–42] to determine the
modular matrices S and T . There are two assumptions of
these previous works that no longer hold. The first is that
the modular matrix ST −1, which corresponds to a 2π/3
rotation, satisfies (ST −1)3 = 1, i.e., R32π/3 = 1. Naively, one
might define the rotation through its action on the fermionic
operator fq at site q by R2π/3fqR−12π/3 = fR2π/3(q). This would
imply that the representation of R2π/3 on the ground-state
manifold would have to satisfy R32π/3 = 1. In a fermionic
topological phase, however, rotations can act in more subtle
ways.
To see this, we note that S and T matrices must be
understood as the non-Abelian Berry phases associated with
the degenerate ground states under adiabatic deformation
of the system [44], and thus we should view R2π/3 in the
same way for the purpose of extracting modular matrices. As
demonstrated in Ref. [45] via explicit Berry phase calculations,
modular transformations of the ground state of a (px − ipy)n
superconductor with periodic boundary conditions along both
directions are given by
S(px−ipy )n = e
πin
4 , T(px−ipy )n = e−
πin
12 . (40)
In particular, the ground state on a torus with C3 symmetry
satisfies
R32π
3
= (ST −1)3 = (e πin3 )3 = (−1)n. (41)
Similarly, a ground state on a torus with C4 symmetry satisfies
R4π
2
= S4 = (e πin4 )4 = (−1)n. The nontrivial right-hand side is
a direct consequence of the fact that the ground state of a
(px − ipy)n superconductor has odd-fermion parity when n
is odd because a 2π rotation acting on a fermion yields a −1
phase factor, where again the 2π rotation should be understood
in the sense of an adiabatic Berry phase. We will need to
account for this subtle Berry phase effect in our calculation.
One can also obtain these relations by microscopic consid-
erations in our setup: Adiabatically rotating the system by 2π
can be seen to be topologically equivalent to a series of braids
that for every Majorana operator sends γi → −γi , and thus
the action of R2π/3 on the Majorana operators must be taken
to be
R2π/3γiR
†
2π/3 = −γR2π/3(i). (42)
Similar results can be obtained by viewing the system as a
network of Majorana wires, where a 2π rotation is known to
have the same effect [46].
The second assumption that while valid for bosonic the-
ories, must be reconsidered in our case, is that the modular
matrix S has a positive row and column corresponding to the
vacuum anyon of the topological theory. While this assumption
holds for bosonic topological orders, it can already be seen to
fail for S(px−ipy )n above. The existence of a positive row and
column can be used to extract S and T from a combination
of modular matrices such as ST −1 [40], but without it some
ambiguity in the precise values of S and T persists. While these
issues could be remedied by expensive adiabatic computations
of the S and T matrices, we will show below that the easier
minimally entangled state (MES) calculations indeed contain
enough information to distinguish the Ising(n/2) × (px − ipy)n
phases. The key fact is that the modular matrices of these
theories, which read as
S = SIsing(n/2) ⊗ S(px−ipy )n , (43)
T = TIsing(n/2) ⊗ T(px−ipy )n ,
will still have a row and column that are positive modulo a
constant prefactor since the difference from a bosonic theory
is completely due to an overall phase contributed by the (px −
ipy)n sector. In the following, we will carefully step through
the logic to show that the Majorana-dimer model of this paper
produces the topological phase with n = 1. Then, we discuss
how our construction can be modified to produce Hamiltonian
and wave-function representatives for each of the other odd n
as well.
To proceed, we must first choose a basis {|i〉} for the
three-dimensional ground-state manifold. We employ the
ground states |n1,n2〉 of the Majorana-dimer model in each
topological sector with fixed winding numbers n1,n2 of the
transition graph loops, where (n1,n2) takes one of the three
values (0,1),(1,0),(1,1). Notice that the overall phase of each
ground state is arbitrary and that the winding number basis
does not clearly specify the phases.
The second step of the analysis is to compute the overlap
matrix 〈i|R2π/3|j 〉 for these ground states. As discussed above,
we choose the rotation to act such that
R32π/3 = Pf . (44)
One possible choice of phase convention is that the action
of 2π/3 rotations in the winding number basis takes the
form
R 2π
3
=
⎛
⎝0 1 00 0 −1
1 0 0
⎞
⎠, (45)
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(1, 1)(1, 0)
FIG. 4. Upper left: the entanglement cut (red dashed line) used
for the numerical calculations of the modular S and T matrices. Upper
right: a dimer configuration belonging to the (1,0) topological sector.
Bottom: the Dehn twist T permutes the sectors (1,0) and (1,1) while
preserving the sector (0,1).
which indeed satisfies R32π/3 = −1. Other phase conventions
for the ground states yield a rotation matrix that differs from
the above by conjugation with a diagonal matrix of phases, but
do not affect the final answers below.
Accessing the anyon properties requires changing to the
MES basis, i.e., the states that minimize the entanglement
entropy with respect to a noncontractible cut of the torus [40],
which are known to have a definite topological charge through
the torus. The MES basis for the cuts shown in Fig. 4 was found
by brute-force minimization of the entanglement entropy.
Using the phase convention defined in Eq. (45), we find
|1〉 = 1√
2
(|1,0〉 − e 3iπ8 |1,1〉),
|2〉 = 1√
2
(|1,0〉 + e 3iπ8 |1,1〉),
|3〉 = |0,1〉. (46)
The entanglement entropies of the three MES’s are, respec-
tively, 3 ln 2, 3 ln 2, and 4 ln 2. Generally speaking, a MES cor-
responding to anyon type a should have topological entangle-
ment entropy γa = 2 ln Dda , where da is the quantum dimension
of a and D = √∑a d2a is the total quantum dimension [40].
For Ising anyons, we have γI = γψ = 2 ln 2,γσ = ln 2. Up to
topological-sector-independent area-law contributions, this is
fully consistent with the calculated entanglement entropies if
we identify |3〉 with the non-Abelian σ anyon.
In the MES basis, the 2π/3 rotation becomes
R 2π
3
= e 3πi8
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
2 − 12 e
πi
4√
2
1
2 − 12 − e
πi
4√
2
e
− 3πi8√
2
e
− 3πi8√
2
0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠. (47)
Following [41,42], in a topologically ordered phase a 2π/3
rotation of a torus is represented by ST −1, up to conjugation
by a diagonal phase matrix D and a permutation matrix P :
R 2π
3
= PD(ST −1)D†P †. (48)
The undetermined matrices D and P are due to the freedom
to rephase each MES and reorder the MES’s with the same
topological entanglement entropy. Here, both T and D are
diagonal, while S is proportional to a matrix with all positive
elements in the first row and column. We will consider this
equation for each possible permutation P .
The above equation with P = I allows us to determine S
up to an overall phase by fixing the first row and column of
R 2π
3
to be non-negative as in Eq. (45):
S = eiη
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
1
2
1
2
1√
2
1
2
1
2 − 1√2
1√
2
− 1√
2
0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠. (49)
This is, not surprisingly, the S matrix of an Ising topological
phase up to an overall phase. By matching this to Eq. (48), we
can solve for T :
T = ei(η− 3π8 )
⎛
⎝1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 e πi8
⎞
⎠. (50)
This form of T and the knowledge that c− = 0 pins down the
topological order to be Ising(1/2) × (px − ipy). In particular,
upon selecting η = π4 these S and T matrices precisely agree
with Eq. (43) with n = 1.1
Suppose that we instead choose a permutation matrixP that
swaps the states |1〉 and |2〉 that possess identical topological
entanglement entropies. While the same S results, we find that
the T matrix now takes the form
T = ei(η+ 5π8 )
⎛
⎝1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 e 9πi8
⎞
⎠. (51)
Now, theS andT matrices agree with Eq. (43) withn = 9 when
η = 9π4 . As discussed above, the phases n = 1 and 9 have the
same bulk-anyon content and should be identified; thus, this re-
sult is consistent with a unique identification of the topological
phase from the modular matrices and chiral central charge.
Semion variant
A similar calculation can be performed with the semion
version of the dimer model introduced in Sec. III D. In this
case, we instead find the MES to be given by
|1〉 = 1√
2
(|0,1〉 + e 7iπ8 |1,1〉),
|2〉 = 1√
2
(|0,1〉 − e 7iπ8 |1,1〉),
|3〉 = |1,0〉. (52)
1More generally, selecting η = πx4 , one can check that the S and T
matrices will agree with those of Ising(1/2) × (px − ipy)x whenever
x = 1 mod 6. This is due to the fact that six copies of (px − ipy)
contribute a factor of 1 to the ST −1 matrix, thus, the modular matrix
ST −1 does not completely determine the topological phase. Since
six copies of (px − ipy) shift the chiral central charge c− by 3, the
additional knowledge that c− = 0 fixes the appropriate factor (px −
ipy)x .
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TABLE II. Even-n phases from the 16-fold way.
n Phase Twists
0 Toric code 1,−1,1,1
2 U(1)4 1,−1,eiπ/4,eiπ/4
4 U(1)2 × U(1)2 1,−1,eiπ/2,eiπ/2
6 SO(6)1 1,−1,e3iπ/4,e3iπ/4
8 SO(8)1 1,−1,−1,−1
Using this MES basis, the rotation matrix is written as
R 2π
3
= e− πi8
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
2 − 12 − e
πi
4√
2
1
2 − 12 e
πi
4√
2
e
πi
8√
2
e
πi
8√
2
0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠. (53)
This leads to the same S matrix as Eq. (49), but a distinct T
matrix:
T = ei(η+ π8 )
⎛
⎝1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 e 5πi8
⎞
⎠. (54)
With η = 5π4 , the S and T now match the product of an
Ising(5/2) theory and a (px − ipy)5 superconductor. Intuitively,
the topological twist of σ shifts by i due to the attachment of
a semion with exchange statistics i to the Ising anyon.
V. GENERALIZATIONS TO MULTIPLE MAJORANAS
PER SITE: EIGHTFOLD WAY
The eight topological phases Ising(n/2) for n = 1,3,5,
. . . ,15 discussed in Sec. IV A can be generated using a
procedure of tensoring and condensation of bosons [37,47].
Specifically, tensoring n layers of Ising topological phases
and condensing all of the bosons ψiψi+1 formed from the
combined fermions of neighboring layers gives the above
progression of phases for odd n. For even n  8, the phases
listed in Table II occur. The phases for 8 < n < 16 can be
described as conjugates of the n′ = 16 − n phases listed in the
table. The phase n = 16 has identical bulk particle content as
Kitaev’s toric code, and the pattern repeats with period 16.
This is Kitaev’s 16-fold way for gauged topological supercon-
ductors [10]. A similar progression of phases occurs using the
fermionic Ising(1/2) × (px − ipy) of this paper as a generating
state. However, as mentioned in Sec. IV A, the pattern repeats
after n = 8 since the topological twists are only well defined
up to an overall sign in the presence of physical fermions.
To create Majorana-dimer wave functions for these n > 1
phases, it suffices to accompany each bosonic dimer with n
Majorana dimers instead of just 1. Specifically, each lattice
site i now has n Majorana modes γ (α)i , α ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and
the n Majorana dimers (γ (α)i ,γ (α)j ) are formed with the same
orientation for each α. These wave functions can be viewed
as dressed loop wave functions with n copies of the Kitaev
chain along each loop. It is straightforward to write an
exactly solvable Hamiltonian for this state by generalizing
the construction in Sec. III D.
To see that this procedure suffices, imagine n initially
decoupled copies of the n = 1 model. Now, add a coupling
term between neighboring layers that energetically favors the
loops in each layer to reside at the same location. Since
the vison is just the violation of the plaquette term, and the
simultaneous violation of plaquettes in two layers is invisible
if loops are forced to surround the same plaquette in each
layer, each of these terms drives a condensation transition that
condenses the vison pairs ψiψi+1 from neighboring layers
(recall that the vison in each of the layers is the ψif particle).
The end result of this process is the same as a single layer of
loops dressed by n copies of the Kitaev chain.
We bolster the above argument by repeating the calculation
of the modular matrices for the n = 2 case. Here, we have four
ground states, all with even fermion parity, that are formed
from the four topological sectors. Using a phase convention
where the rotation matrix takes the form
R 2π
3
=
⎛
⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠, (55)
the MES were found to be
|1〉 = 1√
2
(|1,0〉 − e iπ4 |1,1〉),
|2〉 = 1√
2
(|1,0〉 + e iπ4 |1,1〉),
|3〉 = 1√
2
(|0,0〉 + |0,1〉),
|4〉 = 1√
2
(|0,0〉 − |0,1〉). (56)
Using the same procedure as before, we find that the modular
matrices satisfy
S = e
iη
2
⎛
⎜⎝
1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −i i
1 −1 i −i
⎞
⎟⎠ (57)
and
T = ei(η− 3π4 )
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 e πi4 0
0 0 0 e πi4
⎞
⎟⎟⎠. (58)
These are precisely the modular matrices of the U(1)4 × (px −
ipy)2 theory with η = π2 . As in Sec. IV D, permutations of the
MES produce different forms for the T matrix with the same S
matrix, but these can all be regarded as representing the same
bulk topological order. We note that a different exactly solvable
model for this fermionic topological phase was studied in
Ref. [48].
In the above construction, each additional layer and
condensation of Ising(1/2) × (px − ipy) increases n by 1. We
can also decrease n by using a layer of a conjugate phase. One
way to produce the conjugate phase is to act on the n = 1 state
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with an antiunitary operator T , such as
T iT −1 = −i, (59)
T γiT
−1 = γi. (60)
This operation flips the sign of the coupling of all Majorana
pairs, and so is equivalent to reversing the orientation of all
Majorana dimers. A repeat of the modular matrix calculation
confirms that this produces the n = −1 state or, equivalently,
the n = 7 state. Similarly, reversing the orientation of the n =
5 semion variant in Sec. IV D produces the n = 3 state. Thus,
our single-layer states and their conjugates suffice to generate
all four of the n-odd topological phases.
One final check on the arguments in this section is provided
by considering a layer construction of the n = 1 and −1 states.
This is done similarly to the n = 2 construction, but with
the orientation on one layer reversed. The modular matrix
computation for this state produces the S and T matrices of
the toric code topological order, which is the n = 0 phase of
the eightfold way.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a class of models termed
Majorana-dimer models. Starting from models of bosonic
dimers, we introduce Majorana modes on the edges of the
lattice and couple them to the dimers such that the Majorana
modes always pair up according to the dimer configurations.
We explicitly construct two frustration-free Hamiltonians gov-
erning the dynamics of the dimers: an exactly solvable Hamil-
tonian consisting of commuting projectors on the Fisher lattice
and a much simpler Hamiltonian on the triangular lattice. We
characterize the universal topological properties of the models
using ground-state degeneracy on closed surfaces and modular
transformations, and show that the resulting gapped phases
realize Ising × (px − ipy) topological order in the simplest
case, and phases related to Kitaev’s 16-fold way in the general
case. All these phases have gapped boundaries and cannot arise
in purely bosonic systems. We note that similar results have
been obtained by Walker and Wang [49]. It is interesting to
ask whether the phase described here is part of an even larger
family of systems. A natural extension of our work would be
to replace the Majorana modes by parafermionic generaliza-
tions [50–55], and couple them to dimers to form a phase with
deconfined excitations that harbor parafermion zero modes.
The models we study can be viewed as gauged fermionic
SPTs protected by an onsite Z2 symmetry [56–59]. This
is particularly clear in the Fisher lattice model: performing
a duality transformation sends σ ze ↔ τ zpτ zq , where p and q
label the two plaquettes adjacent to e and τ ’s are Ising
spins on the dual lattice. This dual model has a global Z2
symmetry generated by
∏
p τ
x
p , and loops in the original
model correspond to Ising domain walls in the dual model.
A commuting-projector model for this fermion SPT was
recently found in Ref. [20], which is closely related to the
Fisher lattice model studied in this paper via the above duality
transformation. Moreover, the generalization to n Majoranas
per site discussed in Sec. V can also be dualized to capture
other Z2 fermionic SPT’s, and the eightfold way precisely
corresponds to theZ8 classification of the SPT’s [57,59]. These
phases can also be realized with noninteracting fermions:
consider the n = 1 case and spin- 12 electrons. Spin-up (down)
electrons form px + ipy (px − ipy) superconductors. The Z2
symmetry is generated by (−1)N↑ , i.e., conservation of the
fermion parity of spin-up electrons. Gauging theZ2 symmetry
would turn the px + ipy superconductor into an Ising phase,
and therefore the gauged SPT is indeed Ising × (px − ipy).
Our results have important consequences for the question
of which topological phases of matter can be represented with
tensor network states of small bond dimension. Previously,
it has been shown that all bosonic topological phases with
fully gapped boundaries have exact projected entangled pair
states (PEPS) representations [60–62]. At the same time,
there is evidence that topological phases with chiral edges
and exponentially decaying bulk correlations, including the
Ising theory whose particle content is the same as the phase
described here, cannot be efficiently represented as tensor
networks [63–65]. Crucially, given that we have explicitly
constructed frustration-free Hamiltonians, the phase of matter
discussed in this paper is likely to be described exactly by a
PEPS of relatively small bond dimension. Our construction
therefore suggests that the use of fermionic systems allows a
broader class of topological orders to be described as tensor
networks than previously known. These phases may also be
more susceptible to many-body localization [66–69].
Finally, it would be very interesting to realize the Majorana-
RVB physics encapsulated in Eq. (11), and the result-
ing Ising × (px − ipy)-type topological order, in a purely
fermionic microscopic setting (without the accompanying
bosonic dimers). In this context, our results highlight the possi-
bility of a topological superconductor withp-wave pairing that
breaks time-reversal symmetry, but nevertheless has a gapped
edge. This could be consistent with phenomenology observed
in strontium ruthenates [70]. Barring the admittedly far-fetched
possibility of relevance to this material, one could obtain more
natural models for this phase in engineered quantum systems.
As a concrete physical realization we imagine, for example,
a triangular Abrikosov vortex lattice in a two-dimensional
px + ipy superconductor where each vortex hosts a Majorana
zero mode [8] (for possible physics arising in such systems,
see, e.g., Refs. [71–74]), or an appropriately arranged array
of Majorana nanowires [9,75–77]. In each case, we at least
have the correct Majorana degrees of freedom at hand. In the
former case, there is also similar sign structure in the couplings
of these Majoranas. The effective coupling of Majorana vortex
modes through thepx + ipy superconductor determined by the
overlap integrals of the mode wave functions have phases that
satisfy the clockwise-odd rule, which in this context has been
labeled the Grosfeld-Stern rule [71,74]. Furthermore, the phase
of individual tij depends on a choice of branch cuts of the un-
derlying superfluid’s order parameter which start and terminate
at the vortices; these branch cuts play a role similar to the refer-
ence dimer configuration in our paper. The similarity suggests
that the Ising × (px − ipy) phase could appear in the phase
diagram of the Majorana modes in a vortex lattice with (beyond
quadratic) interactions induced through the superconductor.
The question of whether one can design suitable interac-
tions among these zero modes to induce an Ising × (px −
ipy)-type phase must be addressed in future work, but the
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results presented here provide new motivation to address this
problem.
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APPENDIX A: FERMION-PARITY DETAILS:
CLOCKWISE-ODD RULE AND STATE COUNTING
Let us prove the clockwise-odd rule for fermion parity
on a transition loop. Consider a transition loop contain-
ing 2N Majoranas. Assume that the reference dimer con-
figuration corresponds to the pairings is2j−1,2j γ2j−1γ2j =
1 with j = 1, . . . ,N , and that the new configuration has
is2j,2j+1γ2j γ2j+1 = 1. Denoting the loop fermion-parity op-
erator by ˆPloop, the fermion parity of the new state |〉 is
〈| ˆPloop|〉 = 〈|
N∏
j=1
is2j−1,2j γ2j−1γ2j |〉
= iN
N∏
j=1
s2j−1,2j 〈|γ1γ2 . . . γ2N−1γ2N |〉
= −iN
N∏
j=1
s2j−1,2j 〈|γ2 . . . γ2N−1γ2Nγ1|〉
= −
2N∏
j=1
sj,j+1〈|
N∏
j=1
is2j,2j+1γ2j γ2j+1|〉
= −
2N∏
j=1
sj,j+1. (A1)
This is exactly the clockwise-odd rule quoted in Sec. III B.
We now consider the fermion parity of Majorana-dimer
states on a high-genus surface, assuming periodic boundary
conditions. There are 22g topological sectors of dimer con-
figurations. Notice that a genus-g surface can be viewed as
the connected sum of g tori. Each torus inherits the periodic
boundary conditions so there are three states with odd-fermion
parity and one with even-fermion parity. Therefore, the total
number of states with even-fermion parity is
k[g/2]∑
k=0
(
g
2k
)
32k = 1
2
[(3 + 1)g + (−1)g(3 − 1)g]
= 1
2
[22g + (−1)g2g]
= 2g−1[2g + (−1)g],
(A2)
and the total number of states with odd-fermion parity is 22g −
2g−1[2g + (−1)g] = 2g−1[2g − (−1)g].
APPENDIX B: MAJORANA-DIMER MODEL
WITH OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In Sec. III C, we defined a map from the Majorana-dimer
model in the restricted Hilbert space to the bosonic dimer
Hamiltonian via the nonlocal transformation |F (D)〉|D〉 →
|D〉. Recall that matrix elements for the fermionic part of the
flip term are given by
hDD′ = −〈F (D′)|Bp|F (D)〉. (B1)
We fix the innate phase ambiguity for |F (D)〉 by the following
convention. Define |0〉 as the vacuum of fermions in the refer-
ence configuration. The overlap 〈0|F (D)〉 is always nonzero
with open boundary conditions: if we examine the transition
graph between D and the reference dimer configuration,
|F (D)〉 is essentially the ground state of Kitaev chains on
the transition loops, or in other words the state obtained by
applying
∏
e=(i,j )∈l
1+isij γiγj
2 along each transition loop l. In our
system with open boundary conditions, the ground state of each
Kitaev chain has even-fermion parity, and it is a well-known
fact that the wave function of such chains is an equal-weight
superposition (up to signs) of all fermion occupation numbers
with given parity, including the vacuum. Thus, with open
boundary conditions 〈0|F (D)〉 is indeed always nonzero, and
we select phase conventions for |F (D)〉 such that this overlap
is real and positive.
Consider now the action of triangular-lattice flip term as
defined in Eq. (26) for a certain plaquette p, and let the dimer
configurations before and after the dimer flip by D and D′,
respectively. (We assume that D is flippable.) Denote the
fermionic part of Bp by
Bp = eis1pθp
(
1 + s2pγp,1γp,2√
2
)
, (B2)
where γp,1 and γp,2 sit opposite the interior bond of the plaque-
tte and s1,2p are signs that depend on the specific plaquette flip
under consideration. [This expression is somewhat schematic
but all we need here; see Eq. (26) for the precise form.] The
main objective of this Appendix is to prove that with open
boundary conditions
|F (D′)〉 = Bp|F (D)〉. (B3)
Clearly, |F (D′)〉 and Bp|F (D)〉 can at most differ by a phase
factor, as they are both normalized and correspond to the same
pairings of Majoranas. So to prove the equality it suffices to
show that 〈0|Bp|F (D)〉 > 0.
One can prove this relation by examining the transition
graph between the configuration D and the reference dimer
configuration. There are three possible situations:
(1) The first case arises when two dimers in the plaquette
p of the configuration D belong to different transition loops,
e.g.,
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and flipping them decreases the total number of loops in the
graph by one. Recall that the fermionic wave function of each
transition loop in D can be viewed as a Kitaev chain, and that
the Kastelyn orientation guarantees that the fermion parity
of the wave function (only counting those Majoranas on the
transition loop) must be even. Applying a Majorana operator
γi to a given loop flips the loop’s parity and yields a wave
function that is orthogonal to any wave function where that
loop has even parity, including the reference state. Therefore,
we conclude that 〈0|γp,1γp,2|F (D)〉 = 0 in this case. We
should also notice that eiθp = 1. In our model, the phase
eiθp is nontrivial only when the interior bond in the flipped
plaquette coincides with a reference dimer. But if that is the
case, then the two dimers that we flip must initially belong
to the same transition loop, contradicting our assumption. We
thus conclude from Eq. (B2) that
〈0|Bp|F (D)〉 = 1√
2
〈0|F (D)〉 > 0. (B4)
(2) When the two dimers in the plaquette p originate
from the same transition loop, the associated Kasteleyn arrows
become important. From Fig. 2 we see that the arrows on the
two dimers can orient either parallel or antiparallel. The second
case we consider arises when these arrows are antiparallel, e.g.,
.
Now, the plaquette flip increases the number of loops by one.
This is exactly the inverse process of flipping two dimers
belonging to different loops, so we can simply adopt the
argument in case 1 above to arrive at the same conclusion
in Eq. (B4).
(3) The third case arises when two dimers with parallel
Kasteleyn arrows belong to the same loop, e.g.,
.
With open boundary conditions, such configurations can
only arise when the transition loop connects the two dimers
directly via the interior bond of the plaquette, which in
turn implies that the interior bond belongs to the reference
dimer configuration. (Notice that with periodic boundary
conditions this assertion no longer holds. The transition loop
can wind around a noncontractible cycle to accommodate two
dimers with parallel Kasteleyn arrows.) In this case we have
iγp,1γp,2|0〉 = ±|0〉 by definition and hence 〈0|Bp|F (D)〉 =
e∓iθp e±iπ/4〈0|F (D)〉. The additional phase factor e±iπ/4 is
exactly canceled by our choice of θp = π/4, and again we
have 〈0|Bp|F (D)〉 = 〈0|F (D)〉 > 0.
We have now demonstrated that Eq. (B3) holds for systems
with open boundary conditions. Inserting this relation into
Eq. (B1) immediately yields hDD′ = −〈F (D′)|Bp|F (D)〉 =
−1 (again with open boundary conditions) whenever D is
flippable to D′ by Bp. So, the corresponding dimer model is
unfrustrated.
We would like to remark that the proof here does not rely
on the specific geometry of the lattice in an essential way, and
can be readily adapted to Majorana-dimer flips on tetragonal
plaquettes in other lattices provided one keeps track of the
phase factor appearing in the last case. Appendix C 2 describes
a procedure for adapting these tools to the Fisher lattice.
APPENDIX C: FERMIONIC PLAQUETTE OPERATORS
ON THE FISHER LATTICE
1. Matrix elements of the fermionic plaquette operator
Here, we will show that the matrix elements of B p , again
defined through
B p |F (D)〉 = U1,2n−1 . . . U1,5U1,3|F (D)〉, (C1)
indeed conform to Eq. (17) as claimed in the main text. It
suffices to focus only on Majoranas within a loop that is cycled
by B p . Consider such a loop in the initial configuration D
that contains 2n Majoranas paired up as is2j−1,2j γ2j−1γ2j = 1
where j = 1, . . . ,n. Defining parity projectors
Pi,j = 1 + isij γiγj2 , (C2)
we then have
P2j−1,2j |F (D)〉 = |F (D)〉, ∀ j. (C3)
A plaquette move initiated by B p (and its bosonic-sector
counterpart B p ) sends D → D′ and yields a new Majorana
dimerization pattern with
P2j,2j+1|F (D′)〉 = |F (D′)〉, ∀ j. (C4)
Next we deduce the action of the braid operators Ui,j in
Eq. (C1). Because is12γ1γ2 = 1 when acting on |F (D)〉 (and
using s23 = s12s13), we have
U1,3|F (D)〉 = 1 + s13γ1γ3is12γ1γ2√
2
|F (D)〉
=
√
2P2,3|F (D)〉.
(C5)
After the exchange, the stateU1,3|F (D)〉 now has is23γ2γ3 = 1
and is14γ1γ4 = 1 owing to the projector P2,3. Iterating this
procedure for the remaining braid operators yields
B p |F (D)〉 = (√2)n−1P2n−2,2n−1 . . . P4,5P2,3|F (D)〉. (C6)
With the aid of Eq. (C4) we therefore immediately obtain
〈F (D′)|B p |F (D)〉 = (√2)n−1〈F (D′)|F (D)〉. (C7)
Finally, we note that while the phase of the overlap
〈F (D′)|F (D)〉 is ambiguous, the norm is fixed:
|〈F (D′)|F (D)〉| = 2(1−n)/2. (C8)
This relation allows us to rewrite Eq. (C7) in the desired form
〈F (D′)|B p |F (D)〉 = 〈F (D
′)|F (D)〉
|〈F (D′)|F (D)〉| . (C9)
2. Commutation relations of plaquette operators
The goal of this section is to prove that B pB p′ = B p′B p in
the restricted Hilbert space. As a primer, it is very useful to
first develop a geometric understanding of the operator B p by
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FIG. 5. An example of tetragonalization for t = 4. A flip operator
for the original 10-sided polygon may be decomposed into a
series of elementary flips for each tetragon. In this representation,
the tetragonal plaquettes, from top to bottom right, respectively,
correspond to U1,3, U1,5, U1,7, and U1,9 in Eq. (C1).
drawing an analogy to the plaquette operator in the triangular-
lattice model. Imagine we partition the polygon enclosed by a
transition loop into t tetragons by connecting site 1 with sites
4,6, . . . ,t − 1; see Fig. 5 for an illustration. One can view B p
as implementing a series of elementary dimer flips through
the tetragons as defined precisely as on the triangular lattice
(first [1,2,3,4], then [1,4,5,6], and so on), provided we allow
dimers to occupy the auxiliary edges at intermediate steps. The
advantage of this “tetragonalization” is that we can easily track
the phase of the fermionic state at each step (by looking at the
overlap with some reference state) using the rules explained in
Appendix B.
With this geometric picture in hand, given a Majorana-
dimer state |F (D)〉 one can write a representation B p,T of
the desired plaquette move acting on |F (D)〉 using some
tetragonalization T of the polygon. In fact, they are all
equivalent in the restricted subspace, in the sense that for
arbitrary tetragonalizations T1 and T2 and any dimer covering
D, B p,T1 |F (D)〉 = B p,T2 |F (D)〉. One can see this as follows.
By construction, B p,T |F (D)〉 gives a state corresponding
to the same pairing of Majoranas for any tetragonalization
T . Two tetragonalizations T1 and T2 thus generically give
B p,T1 |F (D)〉 = eiφp,DB p,T2 |F (D)〉. One can conveniently iso-
late the phase factor on the right by taking an overlap with
|F (D)〉:
eiφp,D = 〈F (D)|B

p,T1
|F (D)〉
〈F (D)|B p,T2 |F (D)〉
. (C10)
It turns out, however, that 〈F (D)|B p,T |F (D)〉 > 0 indepen-
dent of the tetragonalization T . We can view this expectation
value as the overlap between B p,T |F (D)〉 and a reference
state |F (D)〉. (Using this reference state instead of |0〉 is
convenient here since the former more efficiently captures
local effects of B p,T .) In each elementary step, the tetragon
dimer flip term with associated braid operator U1,2j+1 changes
the number of loops in the corresponding transition graph, i.e.,
each step falls into either case 1 or 2 from Appendix B. Thus,
the overlap with |F (D)〉 remains positive throughout so that
FIG. 6. Illustration of B 
p′B p acting on an initial configuration
without any loops in the overlap area between neighboring plaquettes
p and p′. The dashed lines in the middle figure are auxiliary lines for
tetragonalization.
〈F (D)|B p,T |F (D)〉 > 0 generically as claimed. This property
allows us to conclude that φp,D = 0 in Eq. (C10), which in
turn proves thatB p,T1 |F (D)〉 = B p,T2 |F (D)〉. We can therefore
safely drop the subscript T hereafter. The freedom of choosing
any tetragonalization greatly simplifies the proof below.
We turn now to commutation of B p ’s in the restricted
subspace. Because the bosonic pieces of the flip term commute,
one can readily see that B pB p′ |F (D)〉 and B p′B p |F (D)〉 give
states with identical Majorana pairing. In other words, these
states at most differ by a complex phase factor. One can show
that the phases are also the same by analyzing the matrix
elements 〈F (D)|B pB p′ |F (D)〉 and 〈F (D)|B p′B p |F (D)〉, in a
spirit similar to the proof in the previous paragraph. While
there are naively many different configurations to consider,
several simplifications streamline the analysis. First, we only
need to consider the cases in which p and p′ are neighboring
plaquettes since the commutation relation follows trivially
otherwise. Second, we can focus exclusively on the Majoranas
that may be affected by both B p and B p′ , as shown in the
following diagram:
γ3γ2
γ4γ1
γ9γ8
γ10γ7
γ5
γ6
p p .
Finally, it suffices to check only four different types of neigh-
boring plaquette configurations. For each one we tetragonalize
the plaquette operators and keep track of the phase factors that
arise.
To see how the proof works, consider an initial configura-
tion |F (D)〉 where neither p nor p′ has any loop extending
in the overlapping region. Figure 6 illustrates B p′B p for
this case. After applying B p , the overlap with |F (D)〉 is
positive as shown in the previous subsection. Then, for B p′ we
tetragonalize p′ as indicated by the shaded regions in Fig. 6.
As we can see from the illustration, the dimer flip at each step
changes the transition loop number (again corresponding to
case 1 or 2 from Appendix B), and therefore the overlap with
115127-16
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FIG. 7. Variation of Fig. 6 in which the plaquette p is occupied
by a loop.
|F (D)〉 remains positive. The reverse ordering B pB p′ works
very similarly: After applying B p′ , one can tetragonalize p
such that each elementary dimer flip in B p changes the loop
number. So, we have shown that both 〈F (D)|B pB p′ |F (D)〉
and 〈F (D)|B p′B p |F (D)〉 are positive.
Next, we consider a slightly more complicated initial con-
figuration |F (D)〉 in which plaquette p is occupied by a loop;
for an illustration of B pB p′ here, see Fig. 7. After applying B p′
the overlap with |F (D)〉 is positive as usual. However, when
we then apply B p , some of the elementary dimer flips fall
into case 3 from Appendix B (see the two shaded tetragons
in the middle figure). It is then essential to carefully track
the phases accumulated. It turns out that the phases cancel so
that the overlap with |F (D)〉 remains positive in the end. For
the opposite ordering B p′B p one can tetragonalize without
running into case 3, yielding 〈F (D)|B p′B p |F (D)〉 > 0
as well.
The remaining two cases arise when the loop extends to
both p and p′ plaquettes beyond the overlapping region.
By applying the same technique, one can see that for those
cases, both 〈F (D)|B pB p′ |F (D)〉 and 〈F (D)|B p′B p |F (D)〉 en-
counter one elementary dimer flip that falls into case 3 and that
〈F (D)|B p′B p |F (D)〉 = 〈F (D)|B pB p′ |F (D)〉 = |A|e±i π4 .
Putting these results together, we see that B pB p′ = B p′B p
in the restricted subspace, which is a key ingredient for
obtaining a commuting-projector Hamiltonian on the Fisher
lattice.
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